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ABSTRACT 

With the development of global warming in recent years, the Japan government put up 

a goal to reduce greenhouse gas emission to 26 % below 2013 levels by 2030. Despite 

this, energy consumption is still on the increase, particularly in housing and architectural 

fields. Although the government has implemented urban environmental load reduction 

policies, predicting the effects of these policies has proven to be difficult. This research 

predicts the effects of long term environmental impact reduction policies through a habitat 

model using the system dynamics method. 18 sectors (ex. population, household, 

economy, etc.) were established, and a model was constructed by entering readily 

obtainable statistical data into each sector. To validate the accuracy of the model, 

predictions for a small-scale city, a medium-scale city and a large-scale city were made. 

In addition, a habitat model for Mie Prefecture, Kumano-shi was created and compared 

with past data. From that, a recently proposed policy was reviewed and the CO2 emission 

following the establishment of Net Zero Energy Buildings (ZEB) and Next- generation  
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vehicles introduction policies were predicted. The effectiveness of these policies were 

validated from this data. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study is construct prediction model which can grasp effects that 

carry out by various policy of the environmental loading reduction for long term in urban 

areas. This long term prediction system has been constructed by system dynamics method 

(STELLA 9.1.4). This system can predict CO2 emissions to reflect transaction 

complicated society movement (population, household, industry and economy). Figure 1 

shows the conceptual diagram of long term prediction system.  

In this paper, first I will explain the new long term prediction system. Next, I will 

calculate the CO2 emissions in two scenarios (1. Introduce the Zero Energy Building ,2. 

Introduce the next generation vehicles) at Kumano-shi, Mie.  

 

2. About Universal model 

Previous model predicted the CO2 emissions by using the connect three models (large-

scale city, medium-scale city, small-scale city) that is made by each university. Because 

of the model is different scale, previous model can’t unify the method and have to use the 

different statistical data. It was difficult to predict CO2 emissions. So, we constructed 

universal model that can unify the method and can use the same statistical data. Table 1 

shows an explanatory variable list of universal model that was rebuilt in this research. In 

previous model, two to four explanatory variables were set for one variable. But in this 

new model, I add the explanatory variables to represent more realistic social dynamics in 

the model. So the number of the explanatory variables are at least three types, at most 

seven.  

Figure1. Conceptual diagram of Long term prediction system 
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3. reduction in the environmental impact of policy evaluation at Kumano-shi, Mie 

3.1 Outline of Kumano-shi, Mie 

Figure 2 indicating the position of Kumano-shi. Kumano-shi is located in the southern 

part of Mie. The gross area is 373.6[km2] and the population is 19,662[people]. 

Population density of Kumano-shi is 52.6[people/km2], thus Kumano-shi is depopulated 

city (the average of the population density of Japan is 343[people/km2]). 88% of the area 

is forest, Kumano-shi have rich forest resource and mountainous and intermountain areas. 

Verify the precision of Universal model, to compare actual values and predictive values 

of active mass for1990-2010. The result is shown in Figure3~8. 

Table1. List of explanatory variables 
Sector

classification
Objective variable Explanatory variables

Sector
classification

Objective variable Explanatory variables

Citizen income per person Gross Regional Product
Population density The number of secondary industry employees

The floor space of other buildings per person The number of teritary industry employees
Total employees rate Total floor area of office, store and department store

School area of per student Total population
Population density Gross Regional Product

Citizen income per person The number of teritary industry employees
Total floor area of buisiness building per person Total population

The number of teritary industry employees Total floor area of hospital and hotel
The number of primary industry employees The number of secondary industry employees

Population density Total floor area of buisiness building
Citizen income per person Commercial land area

Total floor area of buisiness building per person Gross Regional Product
The number of teritary industry employees The number of teritary industry employees
The number of primary industry employees Total population

Population density Total floor area of hospital and hotel
Citizen income per person The number of secondary industry employees

Total floor area of buisiness building per person Other building area
The number of teritary industry employees Gross Regional Product
The number of primary industry employees The number of teritary industry employees

Population density The number of secondary industry employees
Citizen income per person Total population

Total floor area of buisiness building per person Total floor area of buisiness building
The number of teritary industry employees Commercial land area
The number of primary industry employees Other building area

The number of births Gross Regional Product
Citizen income per person The number of teritary industry employees

Total floor area of buisiness building per person The number of secondary industry employees
The number of teritary industry employees Total population
The number of primary industry employees Gross Regional Product
The number of teritary industry employees The number of secondary industry employees

The number of housing Total floor area of wooden commercial building
Citizen income per person Total population

Residential land area Forestry area
The number of teritary industry employees Total floor area of buisiness building

The number of housing Commercial land area
Citizen income per person Gross Regional Product

Residential land area The number of secondary industry employees
Other building area pre person Total floor area of wooden commercial building

The number of housing Total population
Citizen income per person The number of 3-22 years old people 

Residential land area School area
The number of elderly person Citizen income per person
Other building area pre person The number of secondary industry employees

The number of housing The number of 3-22 years old people 
Citizen income per person School area

Residential land area Citizen income per person
The number of elderly person The number of secondary industry employees

The number of teritary industry employees Residential land area
The number of housing The number of teritary industry employees

Citizen income per person The number of secondary industry employees
Residential land area University area

Rate of the production-age population Gross Regional Product
 Production value of agriculture, forestry and fisheries The number of teritary industry employees

Manufactured goods shipments The number of secondary industry employees
Total floor area of buisiness building University area

Population density Gross Regional Product
School area of per student Citizen income per person

 Production value of agriculture, forestry and fisheries Percentage of 3-22 years old people
Population density The area of the road

School area of per student Rate of the elderly population
Manufactured goods shipments The numeber of employees

Population density Citizen income per person
School area of per student Percentage of 3-22 years old people

Total floor area of buisiness building The number of automobiles per person
 Production value of agriculture, forestry and fisheries The number of teritary industry employees

Manufactured goods shipments Population density
Total floor area of buisiness building Citizen income per person

Gross Regional Product from the previous year Rate of the elderly population
Rate of the production-age population The number of automobiles per person

School area of per student The area of the road
The employees rate Citizen income per person

The number of secondary industry employees Rate of the elderly population
Gross Regional Product The number of automobiles per person

The area of the road The area of the road
Total floor area of manufacturing industry Percentage of 3-22 years old people

Total population Citizen income per person
Gross Regional Product The number of teritary industry employees

The area of the road Population of 19-22 years old
The number of secondary industry employees Total floor area of manufacturing industry

Manufactured goods shipments Total floor area of buisiness building
Total floor area of manufacturing industry Total population

Total population The area of the road
Gross Regional Product  Production value of agriculture, forestry and fisheries

Industrial land area Total floor area of manufacturing industry
The number of secondary industry employees Total floor area of buisiness building

Manufactured goods shipments Gross Regional Product
Total floor area of manufacturing industry The area of the road

Occupancy rate for detached house Agricultural production value
The number of secondary industry employees Total floor area of manufacturing industry

Citizen income per person Total floor area of buisiness building
School area Gross Regional Product

Residential land area The area of the road
The number of housing Agricultural production value

Occupancy rate for detached house Total population
The number of secondary industry employees Total floor area of manufacturing industry

Citizen income per person Fishery production value
School area Gross Regional Product

Occupancy rate for apartment house Total floor area of manufacturing industry
The number of secondary industry employees Forestry production value

The number of one-person households Gross Regional Product
Gross Regional Product The number of primary industry employees

Residential land area Gross Regional Product
The number of housing Agricultural area

Occupancy rate for apartment house The number of primary industry employees
The number of secondary industry employees Gross Regional Product

The number of one-person households Forestry area
Gross Regional Product The number of primary industry employees
Gross Regional Product Gross Regional Product

The number of secondary industry employees The number of housing
The number of teritary industry employees

Total floor area of office, store and department store
Total population

Total floor area of buisiness building
Commercial land area

Employee

Apartment
house

Sharing ratio of ship

Demolition rate

Demolition rate

Sharing ratio of cargo railway

Rate of elderly couple
households in detached houses

Construction rate

School

Fishery production value

Rate of primary industry employees

Rate of secondary industry employees

Rate of teritary industry employees

Construction rate

University

Sharing ratio of freight car(business)

Demolition rate

Sharing ratio of freight car(private)

Construction rate

Agriculture,
forestry,
fisheries

Agricultural production value

Forestry production value

Total employees rate

Population Migration rate

Construction rate

Rate of elderly person
households in detached houses

Wooden  commercial
building

Construction rate

Rate of other households

Rate of young one person
households in detached houses

Demolition rate

Household

Rate of young one person households

Economy

Gross Regional Product

Hospital,
Hotel

Construction rate

Passenger
transport

All transport
(person-km)

Citizen income per person

Sharing ratio of passenger rail

Manufacturing
industry

Manufactured goods shipments

Demolition rate

Rate of young couple households

Sharing ratio of passenger car

Rate of young couple
households in detached houses

Construction rate

Rate of other
households in detached houses

Office,
Store,

Department store

Office,
Store,

Department store

Construction rate

Other
buidings

Demolition rate

Demolition rate

Sharing ratio of bus

Rate of elderly person households

Dismantling rate

Demolition rate

Sharing ratio of airplane

Rate of elderly couple households

Cargo
transport

All transport
(person-ton)

Detached
house

Construction rate
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Figure2. Position of Kumano-shi 

Table2. Summary of Kumano-shi 
 

area[km2] 373.6 

population 19,662 

household 8,943 

forest area[km2] 327.1 

 

Figure3.Calculated result of 
 population  

Figure5. Calculated result of  
business building 

Figure8. Calculated result of 
cargo transportation 

Figure7. Calculated result of 
passenger transportation 

Figure4. Calculated result of 
households 

Figure6. Calculated result of 
production value 
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3.2 Scenario of Zero Energy Building 

In Japan, the business and other buildings section’s CO2 emissions account for 22.3% 

of all of the CO2 emissions of Japan. This numerical value is very high than other 

section and this section’s CO2 is increasing in Japan. So it is necessary to save the 

energy in the business and other buildings section. Japanese government is aiming to 

increase the number of the Zero Energy Building(ZEB) up to 50% of new construction 

building number for 2030. But right now, constructing the ZEB is technologically 

difficult and there little ZEB in Japan. From this reality, I make the percentage of the 

ZEB buildings in the new construction of the building to 2.5% and this will increase 

2.5% every year.(For example, in 2020 the percentage of the ZEB buildings in the 

new construction of the building to 25%) Accordingly, in this scenario at 2050, the 

business and other buildings section’s CO2 emissions can be at half of the CO2 

emissions of 2010. Figure9 is compare CO2 emissions BAU (business as usual) with 

scenario of ZEB. For this scenario, accomplishment ZEB can reduce CO2 emissions to 

53.5% at Kumano-shi.  

 

3.3 Scenario of next generation vehicles 

Small-scale city’s CO2 emissions of the section of passenger transport is 
bigger than large-scale city. This is because in small-scale city the infrastructure is not 

developed enough and people use their car to move. In Japan, CO2 emissions by 

transport fill 18.3% of all CO2 emissions. And CO2 emissions by car fill 86.4% 
of CO2 emission by transport. Japanese government is aiming to make the 
half of the sales number of the new car to next generation vehicles (Electric 
vehicle, Plug in hybrid vehicle, Hybrid vehicle) by 2020. In this scenario, 
assuming that the half of people who buy car is going to purchase the next-

generation vehicles after 2020. This will calculate the percentage of next-generation 

vehicles at 2050. Table3 shows the calculated data of the number of next-generation 

Figure9. Prediction of CO2 emissions(Scenario of Zero Energy Building) 
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vehicles. To calculate the CO2 emissions of the section of passenger transport, I set the 

rate of the next-generation vehicle’s model refer to the purpose of Japanese government 

(EV:23%, PHV:35%, HV:15%, for 2050). Next I set CO2 emission’s primary unit for each 

next-generation vehicles. I refer the target of power construction at 2030 to set the CO2 

emission’s primary unit of EV. I calculated the CO2 emission’s primary unit of PHV and 

HV by comparing with the fuel consumption for gasoline-powered vehicle. The result is 

shown in Figure10. As a result, if we introduce the next-generation vehicles, Japan can 

reduce 27.4% CO2 emissions at passenger transport than 2010. 

 

4 Conclusion 

In this paper, we expose the following. 
 Universal model can predict CO2 emissions unify the method and same 

statistical data at various scale city. And Universal model is set to be affected 

many explanatory variables that made more realistic social dynamics. 

 Scenario of Zero Energy Building reduce 53.5% CO2 emissions at field of 
business and other building. 

 Scenario of next generation vehicles reduce 27.4% CO2 emissions at 
Passenger transport.  

Figure10. Prediction of CO2 emissions (Scenario of next generation vehicles) 

year 
Total of passenger car 

(millions of cars) 
Total of next-generation 

 vehicles(millions of cars) 
Rate of next-generation vehicles 

(%) 
2010 57.9 0.0 0.0  
2015 60.5  0.4  0.7  
2020 56.8  7.9  13.9  
2025 58.9  18.7  31.8  
2030 60.9  25.0  41.1  
2035 62.6  30.7  49.0  
2040 64.1  36.4  56.8  
2045 65.6  42.1  64.1  
2050 66.9  47.7  71.3  

 

Table 3. Trends in the percentage of next-generation vehicles 


